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We conclude that more realistic STDP models which take into account frequency-
dependent terms lead to a higher probability of strengthening synapses in a local
CA (larger LTP region). This corresponds to experimental observations that long-
term potentiation (LTP) outweighs long-term depression (LTD) in high-frequency
pairing protocols. Furthermore our simulations show that short axonal transmission
delays clearly enlarge the LTP region of STDP parameter space.
Conclusions
Neuron and network models
Parameter Value Description
C /g L 20 Membrane time constant 
Introduction
Gamma oscillations are a prominent feature in experimental as well as theo-
retical descriptions of brain activity. One of the network models which has the
capability to generate such oscillations is what we call a local cell assembly (CA),
i.e. a group of neighboring neurons which are strongly interconnected in an all-to-all 
manner. Postulated by experimenters and extensively used in theoretical
studies, these local networks seem to be a good candidate for investigating the im-
pact of biological constraints given by models of spike-timing-dependent plasticity
(STDP) on local gamma oscillating structures in the mammalian brain.
Therefore we fitted a two-compartment neuron model with AMPA- and NMDA-
receptor mediated synaptic currents to desired properties of a local CA, meaning
pattern completion and after-activity. We simulated 100 recurrently connected
neurons with fixed axonal transmission delays. In addition, every neuron receives
Poissonian spikes from 1000 input cells firing at low background rate. During sim-
ulation the network is stimulated every second by increasing the input rate 10-fold
for 35 msec. As a quality measure for keeping or even enhancing the properties
of the network, we counted the relative amount of synapses with increased synap-
tic strengths with reference to the initial values. Three phenomenological STDP
models ([1], [2], [3]) were implemented. Model-specific parameters were varied in 
ranges determined by experimental measurements (e.g. [4], [5], [6], [7]).
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For each neuron the sub-threshold dynamics of the two 
compartments (dendrite, soma) are described by
To emit a somatic spike the potential has to reach an adaptive 
threshold which follows 
Two different types of conductances control the influence of 
background activity and incoming spikes of interconnected neurons
Doublet STDP
By keeping the 
LTD amplitude 
and time constant 
fixed, we get a 
two-dimensional 
STDP parameter 
space. Therefore 
the amplitude and 
time constant of 
the LTP part were 
modified in 
ranges given by 
experimental 
measurements 
(e.g. [4], [5], [6]).
Reducing the STDP parameter space from eight to two dimensions allows us a direct comparison 
between Doublet and Triplet STDP. Because there exists only the parameter fitting for a visual cortex 
and hippocampal dataset in [2], our investigation is restricted. However it can clearly be seen that Triplet 
STDP leads to a larger LTP region in the STDP parameter space. Modifying the axonal transmission 
delay leads to the same qualitative effect under both STDP models. Especially the Doublet potentiation 
amplitude cannot be neglected in this setup because our network exhibits large population EPSPs.
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After-activity: Synchronous pattern maintains for several 
hundreds of milliseconds, e.g. to ensure forward processing to 
other areas.
Pattern completion: Although only half of the pattern is 
stimulated the synaptic connectivity allows the completion 
almost instantaneously.
0E AMPA , NMDA AMPA/NMDA reverse potential
0.5,5r , d
AMPA AMPA rise/decay time constant
2,100r , d
NMDA NMDA rise/decay time constant
vreset −80 Reset potential
rest −54 Threshold resting value
 2 Threshold adaptation value
g c Coupling conductance0.5
p Somatic area/total area0.5
 Threshold time constant34
E L Leak reverse potential−70
Triplet STDP
Voltage STDP
Although our neuron model does not have an implicit spike 
generation mechanism, potentiation is dominating in all 
simulations using all different parameter fittings from [3] and [7]. 
We used the original adaptive threshold and modified the 
depression threshold as well. In any case parameters where 
chosen to underestimate potentiation which still resulted in 
strengthening of all synapses.
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